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Abstract—Graph data is present everywhere and has vast
ranging applications from finding the common interests of people
to the optimization of road traffic. Due to the interconnectedness
of nodes in graphs, training neural networks on graphs can be
done in two settings: in transductive learning, the model can
have access to the test features in the training phase; in the
inductive setting, the test data remains unseen. We explore the
differences between inductive and transductive learning on real
citation networks when the graphs are converted to undirected
graphs. We find that the models achieve better accuracy in the
transductive setting than in the inductive setting, but that the
gap between validation and test accuracy is also higher, which
indicates the models trained in an inductive setting have better
generalization capabilities.

I. INTRODUCTION

Graphs are present in almost all aspects of society and in
many fields of scientific studies. We spend a fair amount of
time every day surrounded by graphs: when we interact with
other people on social networks, browse content on streaming
platforms, buy products using online retailers, finding out the
best itineraries for travelling from one place to another. In
science, epidemiologists can observe the spread of a disease;
programming code can be analyzed using its abstract syntax
tree.

All this manipulation of graph structured data requires
efficient methods. Following the successes of deep learning
methods in computer vision [1] and natural language
processing [2], there has been significant development in the
area of graph representation learning using deep learning,
with the use of Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)[3]. Many
concepts from Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)[4]
and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)[5] have efficiently
been transposed to GNNs[6], [7].

Due to the interconnectedness of nodes in graph data, it
is not possible to create a series of independent examples
to be fed to a neural network, as can be done in computer
vision with images or in natural language processing with
sequences of text input. Thus, there are two approaches
for splitting a dataset between training and test data: the
unlabeled features of the test nodes can be used during the
training phase of the model, or they can be ignored. The

first approach corresponds to the transductive setting, while
the latter represents inductive learning [8]. In transductive
learning, the model tries to predict labels of nodes already
seen in the training phase, while the model in inductive
learning is tested on unseen nodes. Inductive learning is
therefore better suited to improve the generalization power of
a model.

In this paper, we investigate the training of GNNs in
transductive and inductive settings, where the dataset is a
citation network which can change over time. We evaluate
how much validation and test data is used in training in the
transductive setting. We also present baselines of state-of-the
art architectures in the inductive setting on the citation of
network of computer science papers published on arXiv.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
main concepts, namely a brief overview of GNNs, and in par-
ticular the GNNs architectures that we use in the experiments.
Section III explains the problem of dataset splitting for graphs.
Section IV describes the ogbn-arxiv dataset, and provides
statistics about ogbn-mag and ogbn-papers100M in terms of
the distribution of the edges in the data splits. Section V
introduces and discusses the results. Section VI concludes the
work.

II. MAIN DEFINITIONS

Some of the more important advances in the field of GNNs
include the formalization of the generic architecture of a
GNN and the exploration of various neighbourhood selection
schemes. Furthermore, the development of new architectures
has mostly relied on adapting successful techniques from
other domains, such as attention mechanisms and knowledge
distillation, or on exploiting unique properties of graph
stuctured data, such as reversible GNNs or GNNs that exploit
information from multihop neighbours. Another particularity
of GNNs is the possibility to leverage the graph information
in the design of the features. Besides, the dependencies
between nodes play a role in how a graph is split between
training and test data, which can affect model performance.
In the rest of this section we present the main concepts that



will be used throughout the paper.

Message Passing Neural Framework

Most GNNs follow the message passing neural network
framework introduced in [9]. The network aggregates infor-
mation about the neighbors of a node to produce messages
that are used to update the hidden representation of each node.
More formally, let G = V, E be a graph where V is the set
of vertices and E the set of edges. hl

v represents the features
of a node v at the layer l, and H l the feature matrix for all
the nodes. evw represents the edge from node v to node w. If
X denotes the node features matrix, we have by convention
H0 = X . An update from layer l to layer l+1 takes the form
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where Ml and Ul are respectively the message and update
functions of layer l. The authors in [10] showed that
theoretically optimal GNNs must be permutation invariant
with respect to the nodes, i.e. the order in which the nodes
are input does not change the result of the network.

Neighborhood selection

The choice of neighbourhoods for each node can affect the
performance of the network. Classical graph neural networks
such as Graph Convolutional Networks [3] used the full
neighborhoods of each node. To be able to handle larger
graphs, some approaches apply neighbor sampling such as
GraphSAGE [11], while trying to preserve the graph structure
as in Cluster-GCN [12].

Transductive and inductive learning

The concepts of transductive and inductive learning are
related to the choice of neighborhood. In the transductive
setting, the neighbours of the training nodes can belong to
the validation and test sets; in this case, only their features
are known at training time. In the inductive setting, the
neighbours of the training nodes are restricted to other
training nodes. The nature of the dataset, in particular in the
way it evolves over time, can influence the preferred mode
of learning, i.e. when it is better to train the model using
transductive learning, and when it is better to use inductive
learning instead [8]. It is especially important in temporal
graphs [13], [14].

Attention mechanisms

Attention mechanisms were introduced in [5] in the context
of natural language processing, with the goal of learning
which parts of a sentence are the most important ones. They
were successfully imported to GNNs with the introduction of
the Graph Attention neTwork (GAT) in [7] and remain part

of most of the leading architectures [15], [16], [17].

Self-knowledge distillation

Another approach used for decreasing memory load is
knowledge distillation [18]. A large neural network is trained
and acts as a teacher for training smaller networks, the
students. Using this principle, it was shown in [4] that an
efficient way to implement knowledge distillation is to train
the early layers of a network as the students and the whole
network as the teacher.

Reversible GNNs

GNNs are memory intensive, to the point that many models
cannot be run with large datasets on standard GPUs. Most
of the memory cost comes from having to store the features
tensor of all the graph at each layer. To alleviate this problem,
reversible graph neural networks have been proposed in [19],
[6]. The idea is to propagate the information from layer to
layer using a chain of operations that will be performed in
an inverse way for the backpropagation. It increases the time
complexity in order to decrease the space complexity.

Adaptive Graph Diffusion Networks (AGDN)

In addition to memory constraints, adding layers to
GNNs can lead to oversmoothing of the features, where the
information of a single node is drowned in the information
coming from all the graph [20]. One way to counteract
this effect is to try and retrieve information at each layer
from different hop-neighborhoods; that is, nodes that are
one-hop apart (direct neighbours), those that are 2-hop apart
(neighbours of neighbours), and so on. One example of such
architecture was proposed in [16].

Graph Information Aided Node feature exTraction (GIANT)

The choice of features associated with each node and
edge can play a significant role in the efficiency of a
classifier. Most methods of feature extraction using raw data,
such as word2vec [21] or BERT [2] do not leverage the
graph topology when constructing the new features. The
Graph Information Aided Node feature exTraction (GIANT)
framework was proposed in [15] to incorporate the graph
topology in the feature extraction.

Dataset splitting

A naive approach to splitting a graph between train,
validation and test sets, is to randomly assign each node
to one group. This is what was done in [8] on graphs like
CiteSeer, Cora and Pubmed [22]. Similarly, the authors of
[12] follow a randomized split without validation set for
training their model. By contrast, the authors of [23], who
incorporated the Amazon dataset in [12] as the ogbn-products
in OGB, recommend using a split that relies on the sales



ranking of the products: the most sold items are in the
training set while the most rarely sold are in the test set. The
authors further argue that this split matches the behaviour of
real-world applications where, due to the cost of labelling
data, the most important nodes are labelled first and a model
is used to infer the labels of the less important nodes.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

In contrast to image and text data, graphs cannot easily
be separated into multiple datasets, because nodes are
interconnected with each other. In order to train a GNN, we
must create a training set on which the model is trained;
a validation set whose purpose is to find the best model;
and a test set containing unseen data to see if the model is
performing well.

When the graph can dynamically evolve over time, as is
the case for social networks or citation networks, the splitting
is usually based on the temporality of the nodes: the earliest
nodes are put in the training data and the most recent nodes
form the test data. This is coherent with the goal of most of
the applications using temporal graphs: being able to predict
future nodes features, edges creation, etc., using a model
trained on the existing data.

In transductive learning, the nodes in the training data
might have access to the features of the nodes in the validation
and test sets. Consider the node in Figure 1. For simplification
purposes, edges between other nodes than the central nodes
are removed. The edges are represented as undirected, and the
self-loop has been added. Here the node has 48 neighbours
(not counting itself) with the following distribution: 13 nodes
are in the training set, 16 in the validation data and 19 in the
test set. Each additional training node might contain other
edges with nodes in the validation data and test data. After
several layers of a GNN, and depending on the locality of
the node in the graph, the node has received information
about many of the nodes in the validation and test sets. In
the inductive setting, the model is trained using only the
subset of nodes in the training data; in our example, this
represents the blue nodes. Since most of the GNN entries on
the Open Graph Benchmark leaderboard 1 train their models
in a transductive setting, there is a spread of information from
the validation and the test data to the training data.

In conjonction with exploiting the features of nodes in
the test set, most methods use label information as a way to
augment the features of the nodes: given a set of features
Xfeats, a one hot encoding vector is used to represent
the label of the node. The new features Xonehot are then
concatenated with Xfeats to produce the input features X .
For the elements outside of the training set, the label is first

1The leaderboard can be accessed at https://ogb.stanford.edu/docs/leader
nodeprop/.

left empty; i.e. all the entries in the one hot vector are set to
zero. Then the vector is filled by applying a softmax to the
output logits of the GNN. If there is information from the test
set that is contained in the validation data, it means that the
network will indirectly try to produce the best label features
for the test nodes that are used in classifying the validation
nodes. It is thus trying to fit the test data.

IV. DATASETS

Some of the most used dataset benchmarks come from the
Open Graph Benchmark (OGB) [23], which contains datasets
for node prediction, link prediction and graph prediction
tasks. OGB has homogeneous and heterogeneous graphs of
varying sizes, directed and undirected graphs from a variety of
applications, such as protein-protein interactions, molecular
graphs, knowledge graphs, products graphs or citation
networks. Additionally, OGB also offers large scale graph
challenges, where the graphs contain millions of nodes. [24].
In this paper we focus on the ogbn-arxiv, ogbn-papers100M
and ogbn-mag datasets.

obgn-arxiv contains all the computer science papers in the
arXiv repository that are indexed by the Microsoft Academic
Graph (MAG) [25]. It is a directed graph with 169,343 nodes
and 1,166,243 edges. Each node contains a 128-dimensional
feature vector that represents the average embedding of the
word embeddings in the title and the abstract, where the
embedding function is a word2vec [21] that was trained on
MAG [25]. Each node additionally contains a year attribute
which indicates the year of publication.

The label of a node is the subject to which the
paper belongs. Each class represents one of the 40
categories in the arXiv computer science repository. More
exhaustive information about these classes can be found at
https://arxiv.org/archive/cs.

ogbn-papers100M is a dataset constructed in a similar way
to ogbn-arxiv, except that it contains more than 111 million
papers and that the classification task is performed on the
subset of papers that corresponds to all the papers published
on the arXiv website; it is not restricted to computer science
and there are 172 subject areas.

ogbn-mag is a heterogeneous graph which contains about
736,000 papers, 1.1 million papers, 8,700 institutions and
60,000 fields of studies. The features of the nodes are
constructed with the same approach that was used for
creating the features of ogbn-arxiv. The task is to predict the
venue of the paper.

To ease manipulation with common GNNs, these graphs
are usually converted to an undirected graph by adding all the

https://ogb.stanford.edu/docs/leader_nodeprop/
https://ogb.stanford.edu/docs/leader_nodeprop/
https://arxiv.org/archive/cs


Fig. 1. Node in the training set with neighbors in all the graph.

reverse edges to the network 2, while also adding self-loops
to each node. Transforming the graph into an undirected
one makes the adjacency matrix symmetric, and thus easier
to handle. Adding self-loops allows each node to pass its
hidden representation to the next layer; without self-loops,
the representation of the node at the next layer might not
contain any information from the features of the node at the
previous layer.

When training a GNN on a social citation networks from
OGB, ogbn-arxiv, ogbn-mag and ogbn-papers100M, the
recommended data split by the authors of [23] is to put all
the papers published before 2018 in the training set; those
published in 2018 in the validation set and the rest in the
test set. Table I shows the distribution of nodes and edges
in ogbn-arxiv, ogbn-mag and ogbn-papers100M, as well as
the number of edges that have a source and a target node in
a different part of the data split, e.g., one node in the train
set and the other in the test set. We see that in ogbn-arxiv,
a model trained in a transductive setting can exploit about
200, 000 edges, of which only 40% are in the training set.
The phenomenon is less important in ogbn-mag where 80%
of the edges are in the training set. Considering only the
edges between labeled nodes, which account for a small
portion of all the edges, ogbn-papers100M has also 80% of
its edges coming from the training set.

Citation networks change over time, as fields grow in
importance while others dwindle. This is shown in Table II
which contains the most frequently occurring class per
year in the ogbn-arxiv dataset. Some classes, such as the
cv class (Computer Vision) were not present in the top 5
before suddenly reaching second then first position, as it
happened between 2013 and 2015. These distribution changes

2In the case of ogbn-mag, only the reverse edges related to a paper citing
another paper are added.

emphasize the importance of inductive learning: GNNs need
to be trained to be able to adapt to these changes.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We compare the performance of models trained in two
different settings: transductive and inductive learning. In the
first setting, the model has access to the training data and
the unlabeled validation and test data. In the second setting,
the model has only access to the training data. Each setting
follows the same temporal split presented in Section IV. A
practical way to remove the edges going from or to unlabeled
nodes is to generate the subgraph of the network that contains
only the nodes within the given set.

The architectures we compare are the best performing
architectures on the ogbn-arxiv dataset. The leaderboard can
be found at https://ogb.stanford.edu/docs/leader nodeprop/
#ogbn-arxiv. Specifically, we train Deep RevGAT [6] and
Adaptive Graph Diffusion Network (AGDN) [16] models.
The Deep RevGAT architecture follows the message passing
neural framework [9]. It is a GAT [7] which has been
converted to a reversible GNN [6] to remove the memory
constraints imposed by the storing of a feature matrix for each
layer of a traditional GNN. We explore the importance of
self-knowledge distillation [4] by training the Deep RevGAT
with and without knowledge distillation. Additionally, we
investigate the importance of feature selection, using either
the original features, the features extracted with the GIANT
framework, and the features with added label information.

All the experiments are performed with a 24 GB Nvidia
RTX GPU. The code is written in Python, PyTorch and DGL
(Deep Graph Library) [26]. The ogbn-arxiv dataset is taken
from OGB [23]. Several Deep RevGAT are trained with a
different number of layers. The AGDN model is trained both
with and without using a big of tricks presented in [27] that

https://ogb.stanford.edu/docs/leader_nodeprop/#ogbn-arxiv
https://ogb.stanford.edu/docs/leader_nodeprop/#ogbn-arxiv


TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF EDGES IN TRAIN, VALIDATION AND TEST.

Graph Detail number of edges edges in two groups

ogbn-arxiv original graph 1,166,243 -
ogbn-arxiv with self-loops and reverse edges 2,484,941 -
ogbn-arxiv train nodes subgraph 829,007 -
ogbn-arxiv validation nodes subgraph 86,671 -
ogbn-arxiv test nodes subgraph 167,883 -
ogbn-arxiv train and validation data 1,351,570 435,892
ogbn-arxiv train and test data 1,710,834 713,944
ogbn-arxiv validation and test data 506,098 251,544

ogbn-mag original graph (only citations) 5,416,271 -
ogbn-mag with self-loops and reverse edges 11,568,931 -
ogbn-mag train nodes subgraph 8,389,507 -
ogbn-mag validation nodes subgraph 177,111 -
ogbn-mag test nodes subgraph 123,583 -
ogbn-mag train and validation data 10,149,426 1,582,808
ogbn-mag train and test data 9,575,822 1,060,732
ogbn-mag validation and test data 533,884 231,190

ogbn-papers100M original graph (only citations) 1,615,685,872 -
ogbn-papers100M with self-loops and reverse edges 3,342,431,700 -
ogbn-papers100M train nodes subgraph 21,315,319 -
ogbn-papers100M validation nodes subgraph 330,045 -
ogbn-papers100M test nodes subgraph 639,152 -
ogbn-papers100M train and validation data 24,506,366 2,861,002
ogbn-papers100M train and test data 25,144,635 3,190,164
ogbn-papers100M validation and test data 1,583,153 613,956

TABLE II
TOP 5 CLASSES (BY SIZE) AND PER YEAR IN obn-arxiv. ONLY THE 5 MOST PROMINENT CLASSES ARE SHOWN.

Year Class 1 size Class 2 Size Class 3 Size Class 4 Size Class 5 Size

2019 lg 8690 (21.88%) cv 8584 (21.62%) cl 4075 (10.26%) it 2256 (5.68%) ro 1602 (4.03%)
2018 cv 6846 (22.97%) lg 4458 (14.96%) cl 2849 (9.56%) it 2273 (7.63%) ai 1232 (4.13%)
2017 cv 4326 (20.18%) it 2597 (12.11%) lg 2114 (9.86%) cl 1753 (8.18%) ai 933 (4.35%)
2016 cv 2646 (16.19%) it 2525 (15.45%) lg 1374 (8.41%) cl 1185 (7.25%) ds 850 (5.20%)
2015 it 2210 (18.36%) cv 1453 (12.07%) lg 1008 (8.38%) ds 736 (6.12%) si 532 (4.42%)
2014 it 1755 (19.17%) cv 705 (7.70%) ds 631 (6.89%) lg 593 (6.48%) ni 483 (5.28%)
2013 it 1617 (19.88%) ai 927 (11.40%) lg 579 (7.12%) ds 552 (6.79%) ni 441 (5.42%)
2012 it 1316 (20.45%) lg 680 (10.57%) ai 547 (8.50%) ds 433 (6.73%) ni 341 (5.30%)
2011 it 1142 (25.80%) ds 384 (8.67%) lo 246 (5.56%) ni 223 (5.04%) ai 217 (4.90%)
2010 it 940 (26.37%) ds 298 (8.36%) lo 240 (6.73%) ni 210 (5.89%) ai 189 (5.30%)

can improve performance.

Each model is trained for 2,000 epochs. At the end, the
model weights saved are the ones which led to the best
validation accuracy. Additionally, each model is trained for
10 runs in order to mitigate the fluctuation in accuracy over
each run.

Table III shows the results of the training computations
in a transductive setting. The difference between validation
and test accuracy is also shown in the last column. Table IV
shows the results of the same models in the inductive setting.

We see that in the transductive learning setting, the Deep
RevGAT model achieves the best accuracy with the smallest
number of layers. Using self-knowledge distillation with more
layers actually worsens the performance. The increase in
the difference between validation and test accuracy indicates

that the model is trying to fit the validation data, and that
the validation data and test data are not completely similar.
This is expected because the addition of new papers to the
citation network may change the structure of the graph, and the
model might not be able to predict these unforeseen structures.

In the inductive setting, the performance of the model
with self-knowledge distillation increases with the number of
layers, while the gap between validation and test accuracy
decreases. The model with 5 layers and knowledge distillation
achieves the best test accuracy of all the models trained with
inductive learning. The performance is close to the one from
the top model in the transductive setting.

Models trained on the same dataset in transductive and
in inductive learning usually achieve better test accuracy in
transductive learning [14]. This is an expected behaviour
because the transductive model already had access to test



TABLE III
VALIDATION AND TEST ACCURACY FOR TRANSDUCTIVE LEARNING.

Model Validation accuracy Test accuracy Difference between validation and test

RevGAT, teacher, 2 layers 76.99± 0.06 75.98± 0.12 1.01
RevGAT, KD 2 layers 77.13± 0.10 76.17± 0.15 0.96

RevGAT, 3 layers 77.13± 0.06 75.95± 0.11 1.18
RevGAT, KD 3 layers 76.93± 0.08 75.61± 0.15 1.32

RevGAT, 5 layers 77.11± 0.06 75.80± 0.12 1.31
RevGAT, KD, 5 layers 77.24± 0.09 75.97± 0.09 1.27

AGDN, original features * - 73.46± 0.17 -
AGDN *with BoT, original features - 74.10± 0.15 -
* the accuracy of these models were taken from the authors of the model.

TABLE IV
VALIDATION AND TEST ACCURACY FOR INDUCTIVE LEARNING. THE BEST SCORE IS HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD. KD STANDS FOR KNOWLEDGE

DISTILLATION.

Model Validation accuracy Test accuracy Difference between validation and test

RevGAT, 2 layers, 76.75± 0.08 75.91± 0.14 0.84
RevGAT, KD, 2 layers, 76.74± 0.05 75.81± 0.13 0.93

RevGAT, 3 layers, 76.78± 0.08 76.04± 0.10 0.74
RevGAT, KD, 3 layers, 76.78± 0.09 75.97± 0.09 0.81

RevGAT, 5 layers, 76.84± 0.05 76.00± 0.10 0.84
RevGAT, KD, 5 layers, 76.85± 0.06 76.07± 0.07 0.78

RevGAT, 3 layers, no label features, 76.54± 0.09 75.83± 0.10 0.71
RevGAT, KD, 3 layers, no label features, 76.63± 0.08 75.97± 0.06 0.66

AGDN, original features, 72.47± 0.12 73.20± 0.17 −0.73
AGDN with BoT, original features, 73.62± 0.07 74.00± 0.07 −0.38

AGDN, GIANT features, 76.28± 0.17 75.38± 0.22 0.9

data in the training phase. The fact that the models achieve
similar performances in transductive and inductive settings
may be an indication that the models are not fully exploiting
the information available during training, and that new
architectures are needed to leverage it. Indeed, the fact that
the AGDN model trained with the original features has a
higher test accuracy than its validation accuracy suggests that
the model is slightly underfitting the data, and that either the
features must be changed, or the model needs to be modified
to better exploit the data.

The use of features that exploit the graph topology, created
with the GIANT framework, could partly explain what the
gap between transductive and inductive learning is small:
because the features are created using the entire graph, some
of the test information is already embedded in the features
of the training nodes. Since the AGDN model trained with
the original features achieves comparable accuracy in both
settings, the GIANT extracted features cannot account for the
small gap.

In the inductive setting, directly encoding the label
information as part of the nodes features using a one-hot
encoding scheme does not seem to improve performance.
While the Deep RevGAT model with 3 layers trained with
label features performs better than the model trained solely

on the GIANT features, adding self-knowledge distillation
eliminates the difference.

The most likely reason why the models achieve comparable
results in transductive and inductive settings is that each
model employs some form of neighbourhood sampling in
the training phase. This makes the models more robust and
acts as a regularizer in preventing overfitting to the data. The
importance of edges coming from validation and test data is
reduced as they do not systematically appear in the sampled
edges.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we studied the difference between transductive
and inductive learning for citation networks where the graphs
have been converted to undirected graphs and the train,
validation and test sets have been constructed using the
temporal information of the nodes. We saw that the training
datasets contain many edges from the validation and test sets:
one fifth of the edges in the train set of ogbn-mag are from
the validation or test set, while two thirds of the edges in
ogbn-arxiv come from outside of the training set.

To analyze the importance of these edges, we trained state
of the art GNNs in an inductive setting where the training
set contains only edges from within the train set. We found



that the networks achieved similar performances in either
a transductive or inductive setting. This may be due to the
neighbourhood sampling methods used by most GNNs that
reduce overfitting to the data. This also suggests that current
models can be improved, as models usually perform better in
transductive settings.

Furthermore, we observed that the gap between validation
and test accuracy was lower in the inductive setting than in
the transductive setting. This is an indication that the models
trained in the inductive setting were better at generalizing
than their counterparts trained in the transductive setting.
Moreover, this suggests that new architectures will likely be
able to improve on the current results.

Some perspectives for future work include performing the
same experiments on ogbn-papers100M and ogbn-mag to
explore whether the models maintain their accuracy when we
remove the edges from different data splits.
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